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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the project was to develop computer

games that could be used by.students in grades 1-4 as part of their
mathematics instruction. Eight games were developed, covering a wide
vaeiety of mathematical topics, including number/numeration,
computation, geometry, measIlrement, statistics, and probability. The
games were field tested in 20 K-5 lassrooms. At each of three
different schools a computer was placed in one classroom at a time
for approximately four weeks. In each classroom the computer was used
as a learning center. Records of sAudent performance in the gamds
were kept and, at the end of the four weeks, students were surveyed
about their feeling bout using the games and the teacher was
interviewed. As a resu of feedback from students and teachers, a
number of revisions were 'made in the .games..The field_testing clearly
indicated that instructional games can provide an easy, low-stress,
enjoyable introduction to microcomputers for both students and
teachers. The students enjoyed and learned from'playing the 'games.
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Thf!.pufvose of the project was to develon computer games that could be used Joy
itudents in grades 1-4 as part of their mathematics insitruction. Eight games were
developed, covering a wide variety of mathematical topics,'inclu4ing number/
numeration., somputation, geometry, mealurement, statistfe-s, and probability.

The games were field tested in 20 K-5 classrooms. At each of three different
schoolea computer was placed in one classroom ai a time for approximately four
weeks, In each classroom the computer was used as a learning center. Records of
student performance in the games were kept and, at the end of the four weeks',
students were surveyed about their feelings ahout usinp the games and the teacKer
was interviewed. As a result of feedback from students and teachers, a number of
revisions were made in the gam66.

The field testing clearly indicated that in-S-t-ructional games can prdvide an easy,
low-stress, enjoyable introduction to microcomputers for both students and teachers.
The students enjoyed and learned from playing the games.
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IIIb. POlicatio4 Citations

The Comnuter as a Learning Center,has been tentatively accepted for publicatiorr
in the 1984 Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. (copy

attached.)

naper on developing instructional computer games will probably be submitted
4

to Creative Computing magazine.

IIIc. Scientific Collaborators

Dr. John G. Harvey, Professor 'of Mathematics and Curriculum and Instruction at
the University of Wissonsin - Madison, and Dr. J. Gilbert Ware, Assistant
Professor of Education at, Wittenberg University, served as consultants to the
project.
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Presentation,6 on the project were, or will be, made at the following conferences:

. e

4. The National CouT.cil ci Teacher'S of Mat hematIC5 Annual Meeting, Toronto, April
1E, 10, 10C:2.

The Annual Indlahd Con ei ence un Instructional Cumputinb, Muncie, October 21 196'2.

The Ohio Educatiun DF-partment Annual CoMputer Fair, Columbus, December 6 7,
, 1 9:::2.

The lqational Ccurrcil of Teachers of Mathematics (3 1 eat Falls Conference, Great
ralls, Montana, March 10- 12, rit:i
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William H. Kraus

Educatioh Department

Wittenberg University

Springfield, Ohio 45501

This project was supported by NSF Award No; SED8012268 in the joint

National Science Foundatidh/National Institute of Education Program on

Mat4matics Education Using Information'Technology. Any opinions, findings,

, conclusions or recommendations expressed herein are those of the author and

do not necessarily' reflect the views of the National Science Foundation or

the National Institute of Education.

The right to reproduce and distribute copies of part'or all of this

report is hereby granted to any persons desiring to do so.

Project Overvi'ew

The purpose of the orojeCt was to develop .computer gameS that could be

used by students in grades 1-4 as part of their mathematics instruction.

During the 1980-81 academic year and the summer of 1981 eight instructional

games were developed; the content of the games ranges across the tem basic

skill areas defined in the National Council of SuPervisors of Mathematics

"Position Statement on Basic Skills".

0
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1. Saucer'-Counting; readiness for addition and subtraction. Grades

K-1.

2. Faces - counting and base ten numeration, Grades K-4.

3. The Jar Game - problem solving; readiness for probabelity and for
ordering fractions. Grades K-6.

4. Chaos - classification of geometric figures by atMibute; concepts
of left, right, up, down. Grades 2-6.

5. Fish.Chade.- drill in basic addition and multiplication facts.
,Grades 2-6.

6. Patterris - problem solving; construction of.geometric figures;
spatial visualizdtion. Grades 2-4

7. Golf - angle and length estimation. Grades 4-8.

8. Compu-Bar - problem solving; reading bar graphs; constructing
simple arithmetic expressions. Grades 4-8.

The gameg are menu-driv n,and include a management system that keeps records
1.

of student perforMance in h disk file accessitae to the teacher. (The games

were initia4ly implemented on an Atari 800 with 32K of memory and a single

disk drive.)

During the 1981-82 academic year the programs were field-tested in 20

classrooms ranging from kindergarten through fifth grade. Three school,s were

selected to represent different educational philosophies and different socio-

economic levels in the field testing. In fall of 1981, inservice programs

were held at the three schoolg. At each school a computer was then placed in'

one classroom at a time f proxaately four weeks.

Conclulloas

The primary purpose of the field testing was to find ways to revise the

games to make them more effective in providing instruction in mat16atics.

0
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Because of feedback from students and teachers, numerous modifications were

made in the games. These ranged from minor modifications such as color or

format changes to make the screen display more effective eo modifications

such as adding an intermediate level of aifficulty to Faces ar changing the

level of difficulty of the math content of Chaos to better match the level of

difficulty of the mechanics of the game.

However, in addition to facilitating improvement in the games, the field

testing provided considerable informal evidence on the use of instructional

'b-o,computer games in the classr m. The clearest conclusiOn that can be drawn

from the field testing is that Anstructional computer games can provide an

easy, low-stress, enjoyable introduction to microcomputers for both students

and teachers. Very few of the teachers in the. study had had any prior

experience with microcomputers, and most were somewhat apprehensive about using

(,a computer in their classroom, but, without exception, when they saw how

quickly their students learned how to ;Ise the computers and how much they

seemed to enjoy and learn from -the games, the teachers enjoyed the experience

and expressed a desire to use the computer in the future. (All that needs to

be done now is to determine where to get enougli eomputers to satisfy the needs

of all the teachers!)

It also seems clear that, at leastibin;the lower elementary grades, the

computer belongs in the classroom, where the teacher can depend on its being

available throughout the day. The microcomputer As very useful as a learning

center to supplement regular instruction. In parti,cular, in some of the self-

contained primary grade classrooms, the computer was used almost constantly

from fifteen minutes be'fore the school day beg,m. to half an hour after it

ended.
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Time-on-task is critical in the classroom; the games were written so

that students could sit down at the computer and be actively involved in a

game in less than one minute. . The students could also stop any game almost
. .

immediately when it was time for them to do something-else in the class. The

use of a disk drive instesad of a cassette recorder is a significant factor in

increasing time-on-task.

Teachers that used the m, gement syStem found it usqul in keeping track

of student prqgress and in guiding subsequent student work, but not all

teachers usect,the management system. It will take time for teachers to more

fully utilize,the capabilities of the computer. -Courseware will need tO be

developed to help tpachers integrate use of the computer with other instruction.

Some ob'servations of student performance in ,,pecific games were revealing.

The Jar Came, a probability game, was successfully played by kindergartners,

qindicatling.that, if we;Yind the appropriate format, we can' lay the groundwork

4\

for some of the more sophisticdted mathematical concegts at an early age. The

poor performance in the 9-19 and 0-49 levels of Faces a number/numeration ,

game, indicates a lack of understanding of base ten numeration (they can point

to the tens' place, but they don't really know v;hat it means). The success

that selected second and third grade stunts had in Golf and Compubar

indicates that -such games have potential for use in programs for the gifted.

Summaries of much of the data collected during the field te4ring are

attached. Of particular interest is the summary of the teacher interviews.

Publication of the.Games

Wittenberg University has contracted with Milliken PublishIng Company

(1100 Research Boulevard, St.. Louis, Missouri 63132) to publish the programs.

1
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The programs are being published in both a hone package and a school package;.

the school package includes offjine, supplemental courseware. The programs

are currently available 'in 16K cassette and 32K disk versions for the Atari

400/800 and in a disk version for the ApVle II. TIlere are plans to convert
YI

the programs to run on several other microcomputers.
,

0
Milliken has over 22 years experience in publishing teaching aids and,

over four years experience in publishing microcomputer coprseware. Their

editorial staff has done an exemplary job of matntaining (and even imp"rov.ing)

the, pedagogical value of the games.

(
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e a..,cher In te'r
Each of the, 20 teacheis who participated in the field,tes6ng was interviewed

after they had had the computer in their classroom. The tame IQ questions were
asked in each interview. . -

Did you find enough time to use the computer Would yob be able to fit the
computer into your normal classroom routine^ Only two teachel-s, both teaching
TifV1graderanswered "no" to theseietwo questions. Although they were able to make
uSe of the computet, they did.not feel they% Were able tp make erTugti use of 4t tb
make it cost effeetive. The 10 teachers who answered "yes" indicated a variety of
ways to find time, including dui irareading groups, when students had finished Rther
Work, during indoor recess, and during small gtoup instruction time., The games were

'occasionally used ir, whole group inS.truction, Seyet4al teachers nlentiOned using the
games as a reward. Setting up,a formal schedule f Or computer use, to ensure that
all students had oppot tunities,to play th yarnes, was metitioned.bg many of the
teachers.

Did you find tte Qames es,i) cu diicu1ttc' u,e What pi ottlems, othei . than math
content, did students encountei in using the game, All of the teachers indicated
the compu-te was ea7.-..,to use. This was Oho of tholl'iost welcoi-ne esults, since the
majoi ity 6r the teachers had initially p er,sed appfehension about. how
difficult usino thE ..oinouter infght be. 4.,:e,entevri of the teaOhei s indicated their
students hao encruntered ne'problems in usiiip t--, games. The othet s indicated only%

pcb1em ìt specific gameA twhich led tc II Irdii dtion of tOn'se pa(ries).

llow soi 1c;.-! ite was the level th.?.inattl cnnt Uri t oi thr; games foi your
students"' Ani-weit-, to this quetion helped Lid i toe appiopi nate grade levels for
thc- ,;,acious e.aiT t z

9
Were the game to6 ru t too long, tou sloke; tun I ast All the games except

Sauel seernel.: t, lute length and ,..p.,,k11 Two teacheis in&cated that
Saucer. was too sl,w, and consequently it was ,1),.,eded up,. Ceveral telachers
Adicated that tended to pick the c-auwei levels, of multilevel games;
differential Yew ..lutiiihelped lessen this to some e)ton-t.

Did you ose the sound without headphones:. If so,..was it gistracting"
fleadphones.were supplied wit-ti the computel system, but eighteen or the twenty
teachers did not h4'e then students use t hem. Of these- eighteen, onty one
indicated that the 5Qynd was disti acting aftei (list day or two. (The volume
could becontt

Do you ha.e an comments oT suggestions,that.might, be useful to oth,er teac rs
usin9 the games' The most oommon comments wel e (a) don't be afraid of the
computer, (b) mt oducina each game to the class a a whole is the most efficient way
to have the child, en learn the I ules of the games, Ir '5et up ruNles for%computer use,
and (d) set up a schedule for computer- use.

Do you ha%,e il.uggestions, 10 irnp ovements in the games' Do you.hav,e any
suggestions for new games7' The e wet e many soxest ions fol minor modiiications
in the games that would facilitate their use in the class) oom; rrrany ot these
sugestions wece incorpot ated into the games. Many, suggestions for math content
for additional gain* wei e gin, ndulging i&mpijtation beyond basic facts,.word'
problems, plaCe_\ alue, telling time, money, fru( t ions, Ute of the ruler, and map
skills.



, Although .all but one of ttie teachers in the field testing were novices in
computer use, no ignificant problems yere encountered in the yse of the games. In
addition, man) invaluable suggestions fr improvements in the games came from
these teac,hers, and I am truly ,appreciative of their contributions to the

; devefopMent of the games.

11



Cl-ci.11ss Curvey

Prior to development of the games, teachers er t the three schools that were to
participate in the field testing were asked to complete a questionnaire, The survey
was conthictedito determine the teachers perceptions and needs in the 10.basic skill
areas IA mathematics defined,in the NCSM position statement 011 basic skills.
Responses were received from 23 of the 30 teac.hers at the schools. The
questionnaire was prefaced by some excerpts'fro'm the NCS/4 position statement.
Thirteen of the 14 questions asked in the survey are reproduced on the following
pagt. The remaining question (#13) asked for spec.ific instructional problems and
needs in each of the I() basic skill areas.

The results of the survey are summarized in the table on a following page. The
results are not unlike results of other recent surveys. Computation and problem
solving are seen as most important and occupy the greatest amount of instruct.ional
time for most teachers (comments' on the questionnaires indicate clearly that rrjost
teachers equate "problem solvmg" and "word pi-obli;.mb"), InteresVingly, these twD
areas were th\areas most teachers indicated/(a) they _felt best prepared to teach
and (b) they would like assistance with, rrobability and computer literacy were seen
as the least important basic skill areas.

Although the sur\.ey was. useful providing a pictue of the teachers
perceptions or basic skills, it pi o'ed not to be useful in identifying appr6pir ate
content for the games. It did, however;ensure that most of the te4chers who would
be involved in the field testino were (le/vale of the 1ICCM position statement that
provided the mathematical content frarnewor k for the developrnel of the gamest

1:7
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1. Whtch of the ten basic skill areas do you feel are most important An grades
K-8?

1

r 2. Which of the ten basic skill areas do you feel are least important in grades
K-8?

3. Which of the ten basic skill areas do you feel are most important aC your
grade level?

4. Which of,the ten"basiC .0(411 a'reas do 'yoU feel are least impbrtant at your
grade level?

,.;

.. t

.

5. Which of the ten basis skill areas de You spend.the most time on in your class?
/

6. Which of the ten 'basic skill'areas'do 4*.ou spend niore than Cwo Weeks of class
time on?

7. Which of the ten basic skill areas do you _spend the 'least time oh in your class?

8. Which of the ten basic skill areas do you spend fess than;1 week of class
. time on?

4

"

.

9.° Which,of the ten basic sidfl areas do you feel best prepared io teachT
.

."4

10. ich of the ten basi.c skill areaS do ;rou feel least _prepared to teach?
I '

11. Which,of the ten basic skill areas are most-diffigult to teach-at your grade
level and why?

12. Which of the ten asic skill areas that you curre9t1y spend lelSs'than. 1 week of
class time on woul\1 you like to spend more,time on'apd why are you currently
unable to doso?

13. Which two or three of the basic skill areas would you most /141e to have
assistance in?

6
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For each game, data is stored on student performance on the mathematics content

in ttie game, s'o that the teacher may examine these data to see what each student
has done and how well t-he student has done, These data are summarized in the
following tables for 11 of the classrooms used in the study.

Great caution *must be used in interpreting these data, because the studies were
done informally in natural classrooln settings. The abilaties of the students that
played specific games and the differing degrees o( asSistance provideip by the
teachers cannot be determined from the tables. For example, in g'everal of the
prtmary grades the teachers selected their beet students to play Golf and COmpubar
anegave then) some initial instruction in the mathematics involved in the game,s; in
the fourth-and 'fifth grades a o-oss section of the students played these games
without significant extra instruction on the mathematics content.

For each game the N is the number of .different students that played the game
more than once. The first time a student played a game was not included in the
calculation of the mean, to lessen the effect that learning the rules of the game
would have on performance in the 'game.

For Golf, the mean is the average number of strokes per hole. For The Jar. Game,
the mean is the percentage off correct chcnces. rot Fist, chase, the mean is the
number cotrect answers out of a possible 20. For Patterns, the mean is the
percentage of correctly matched patterns. For Faces, the mean is the number of
correct answers before an answer was missed. roi Chaos, the mean is the number of
correct matches before one was missed or time ran out. Tinlo versions of Chaos were
used in the studies. and this accounts fur the large differences in means between
grade_revels.. For.r.:;aucer, the mean is the percentage of correct answers. For
Compubar, the mean is the percentage of curl ect answers:

,

16-

16



';RADE 1

.AME N"

1S 7

',^,r; i 20
TSH ADD/EASY/SLOW 60
TSH MUL/EASY/SLOW Q

ISH ADD/HARD/SLOW. 2
1SH NUL/HARD/SLOW 0

. 'sH 'ADD:EASY/FAST 3
ISR NiL/EASY/FAST 0

TSH ADD/HARD/FAST 0

1SH NUL/HARD/FAST 1

AT1aNS , 1

0-5 10,

OAS 0-9 6
,,ITS 0-19 11

(1US 0-'49 2
tI6OS 2 1

jACE47 0-5 P
-I0'.fk 0-10
-tqPIIPAR . --

MEAN S.D.

5.4 1.7 :

93 v 113.9
7.2
0 0

3 1

0 0

7.3 2.t;

0 0

0 0

1 0

56.1 23.1

1./ "J.2
5./ * 5.

6./ 0

55.1 /1'1

..

6 6 I

81.1
4:,.,,, "*.P.1.0

.00

.11

MI 1)1'4

6.1 ,
08,1 1

14'D/EAS)YSIOWI. 10.7 6.5
" H mill /LASY/SIOW 1

.41

Al)D/FIARD/S1 OW

Fl P011 nIAN0/S1 ti 0

Fl ADA)/EASY/fAsi 5.0
II r101 /ITMiY/1"-W1 0

HI (IDD/HARD/1Affl 1 5.5 0,5
hUL/HARD/FAST 0 o 0

*.IFFRNS 1/. 31.5
.)1.153 0-5 7 9.p, 7.7
(1LE::-; 0-9 5 Y./ 6.6
:0,ES 0-19 7 10.3.
,',UFS 0-19 a 6 6.7 6.11

Anq 37 8.1 f0.9
,WCERf0-5 75.3
.WCER 0-10 12 88.9'. 947
(IMF:Lk:AR 21.2 31.0'

4.
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GRADE 3

GAME
.

*GOLF

N.
,

9

MEAN

3.8

S.D.

.JAR 3 .92.9 17
FISH ADD/EASY/SLOW; 17 11.2
FISH MM./EASY/SLOP 13 6.3 3.9
FISH ADD/HARD/SLOW 3 6.1 3.1
FISH MUL/HARD/SLOW 0 0 0

FISH ADD/EASY/FAS1 1 18 3, / At,
FISH MUL/EASY/FAST 0 0 0

FISH ADD/HARD/FAST ,7 7.5 :1

FISH MUL/HARD/FAST 0 0 ) 0

h'ATTERNS L 100 0 (
FACES 0-5 I 12.8 '2040
FACESA-9 k 0 0 40

FA;CES 0-1,2 1 13 0

FACES 0-10\ * 1 1 0

CHAOS 11 83.3 66
SAUCER 0-5 , 1. 70 0

SAUCER ,0 -:10 .7- 89 29.8
( OMPIJBAR

i
6 30 8 .41.8

LiIMF

tAH. I. .
3 1

4 15 H ADD /I- AS Y /SI 06 1 ri

ir TIM MUL. / EASY 1E0' OW I I

.1: I <-;F1 ADD /HARD/SL OW ' ,

ISH MUL/HARD/SWw 5
't*ISIT ADD/FASYZFAST I

rISH MUL/FASY/IW1 0

rISH ADD/HARD/FAST. 0

. 1;.,14 MUL/flARD/FAS1 I

MLAN

0(1.6
18 1
12.0
18.vi

16.6
4 10

0 '
0

1 AI

S.P.

(::1;

2.6
0.S
0

0

0
.

(I

7 F. ri I TERNS
r AC Lk; 0-5

16
I

0 27 .. t , ,

3.;)

1;3 2

I.t,'
. .

FACES 0-9 '. 6'.3 5.4
I ricC.F3 0-19 i*: 6 t.) 1
FACES 0-19
CHAOS

:.!:),

II.1
3.5 .

i :/- , .

. ,

,

',AUCER 0-5
.30

1 U 0 t44

(..:,AUCER 0-10 3 66./ 1/.1
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GRADE 5

CAME N MEAN

GOLF 15
JAR 25
FISH ADD/EASY/SLOW 7 12.0
IISH MUL/EASY/SLOW 6 17.8'
rISH ADD/HARD/SLOW 0 o
IISH.MUL/HARD/SLOW 3 13.
FISH ADD/EASY/FAST 1 1.6.6
FISH MUL/EASY/FAST ,2a
FISH ADD/HARD/FAST 7 4.6
FISH MUL/HARD/FAST la 9.6
PATTERNS 0 .

FACES ff-5 30.4
FACES 0-9 2 4.6
FACES
FACES 0-49 11 12.7
cHAOS L5.1
AUCER 0-5 61.9

'AlIcER 0-10 45
.'OmPUBAR .54.4

Jr

S.D.

2

6.8
3.9
0.

5.4
1.9
0

3.1
4.1
0

21.1 /

6.3
1.9
7.7
17.3
44.2
45
4t)

,

416
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Most of t he field testing of the programs was done informally, to allow the
teachers to use the games as they wanted to', and theL to-get direct feedback from
the teachers on how the games could be best used in ',he classroom and on how the
games could be wpm\ ed. Eb.wever, one formal expel imeht was conducted to study
the effects of the two mbst complex games, Golf and Cornpubar.

A dass of 2e. grade four students, a class of 24 fifth brade students, and a class"
of 21 fifth grade students were used in the study. Each class was.divided randomli
intotwo.groups; the students in one group played Golf exclusively over a period of
two weeks, the students in the other group played Compubar exclusively during that
same period. To facilitate scheduling the use of the single.computer in each
classroom, pairs of students played the games, with each Pair playing the games for
a total of approximately,one hour, spread out over 2 4 sdqsions. According to the
teachers, the students had had_previous experience $ith bar graphs, arithmetic.
expressions, and linear measurement, but 1.itt1e.or no experience with angle
measurement. No direct instruction on these topic5 Was provid,ed during the two
weeks of the study, -

.At
the end of the two weeks, all students were givt.0 two tests: (a)'a 10 question

te1 on reading bar graphs and constructing al ithmetic expres,sioris and (b) a
10- question test op estigiatmg the size of angles arid the rength of lines. Thus two

_studies Were conducted simultaneously', a study of the effects of playing Comoubar,
?w,ith the Golf a cout t,er.ing as the conitt ol group, and a study or the effects of
playing Golf, with the Compubar-group serving as the control group.

The results of- the two studies are summarized in the tables on the f011owing
page. Altholioh in.both cases the expel iment-41 group scored hightr on thli. posttest
than the control group, this difference was not tatis,Lically si6nificant. It may be
that to be effect) ve 4a) the dames must bo pla)ed more frequently or for longer
periods.at a time or t..1 the lames pust be combined with direct instruction on the
mathematical.content (neither of these 15 a particulai ly surprising hypothesis).

Nbw that the initial development stage for the qame's has been completed,
studies to determine the most effectie class, own applications of the games would
certainly be appropriate,

2 0
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t - test for Bar Graph/Arithmetic Expression Test

Croup. N (Win S.D.

expeximentak 34 7.6

control, 39 6.8 2 2 /

t:

p: 0.11

t - test for Angle/Linear Estimation Test

Croup -

experimental

control

t: 0.34

D: 0.73

N Mean S.D.

39
,

3.3 2.3

634 3.1 . 2.5
.(fe

4
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Jrvey pc ptuciEnts
In the first 14 classrooms used in-the field' testing, -the students -were asked to

complete a stnyey about how they felrabout usihg the- gimes; they had been Using
the games for approximately one month 'vheri thd suivey was administered. ror each
of the eight games th survey asked studgnts to indicate how they felt,about the
game by selecting one of the following choices: (a) I didn't like it, (b) It was OK, (c) I
liked it, or (ci) I liked it a lot. This was followed by eight statements about the use
of the garcjes, and the student,s, were askeWto indicate if they (a) strongly disagreed,
(b) disagreed, (c) agreed, 'or (d) strongly agreed with the statement. To simplify
filling-out the survey (or the younger students the vet sion of ihe survey used in the
primary.grades (.1 3) was read to the students by then: teac14 and requiied them to
madi froOning or smiling 'faces that Lorresppnded to the choices listed above.

Results of the sur(ey are summarized in the two tables i)n the folloWing pages.
It is glear that the students enjoyed using _the games. The most liked games at both
the primary' aod int-et:mediate Ihels 'were Tt;e Jar Game and Chaos, and,
understarisdably, the I-east liked games *dere t he games in which the level of the
mithematics content s at appropriate fot rt e grade level (i.e., Golf arid
Compubar at :the primary le. 41 and Sauce, at the in te, inediate level), The responses
to the setond half of the survey indicate.that 5tudent, not only enjoyed.playing the
games, but also felt that they had played the gamei. well and that they had learned
about mathematics .frem the games/

0
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How did you .fe.el about the game?

I didn't like it . It was OK. I like it. I *liked :if a
;lot.

1 2

Grades '1-3

'3

Grades 4-5

4
1

;
. 1

Ganie Mg-an 8:1).- 'N' Mean S.D. i

if 21 2.8 1.0 84 3.2 0.9

Jar Game 59 . - 3.6 0.7 121 3.4 0.8

Fish Chase 85 3.9 0.4 157 3.2

Pat terns
S.

h 4 3.2 0..9. -57 . .2.8 1.1

Faces 87 3.3 0.9 74 3:1 - 1.0

Chads 82 , 3.5 0.8 , 108 3.4 1.0

SauCer 63. 3.3. 0.9 41 2.4 1.1

,
Compubar ' 20 2 . 9 1.1 122 C 2.9 1.1

23



strongly agree

4.

How do you feel ab'out these statements?

c.

disagree agree strongly disagree
,

.
.

2 3 4
,

Grades 1.-3 Grades 4-5

Mean s. N Mean S.D,

I like using the computer. 89 40 - 0.2

Computer games are fun. 89 3.7_ 0.5,

Computer games help me
learn math. ,

I played the,games welf.

88 3.4

3.7

'0.9

0.6

I liked the color pictUres
on the TV screen.

80, 3.7 0.7

I liked the sound. . 88 3.7'1 0.6

wish I had more time
to. play 'the r,ames.

8g 3.9 0.4

The computer teaches me 88 3.5 0.9

. about math.

24

170.

171

167

1.169

171

171 I

- 170

167

3;8-

3.7,

0.5

-0.5., .

3.4 . 0.6

3..2 0 6 .

1.3 0.7 )

3.4 0.7

3.8 0.4

3.3 0.7.


